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GDP IMPROVES, YET DISAPPOINTS
The economy grew 2.8% in Q4, but that doesn’t tell the whole story.
Provided by Frank DeMaio*
Our economy is reasonably healthy… or is it? By the initial estimate of the Bureau of
Economic Analysis, America’s fourth-quarter GDP was +2.8%, not bad, but not what
economists anticipated.1
How could the best GDP in six quarters be interpreted as a slight disappointment? At
$56 billion, inventory rebuilding was actually the biggest factor in Q4 growth, not
final sales. Expanding inventories imply slowing sales (read: reduced demand) and
production cutbacks for companies. If that implication plays out, it could put a drag
on 2012’s Q1 GDP.1
Business spending rose by 1.7% in the quarter; the Q3 2011 gain was 15.7%. Federal
spending fell notably, with a 12.5% dip in defense spending; economists don’t see this
as any kind of long-term trend.1
Actually, 2.8% growth is in line with the last few recoveries. Since the 1990s, the
economy has recovered from recessions less rapidly than it once did. This may be
because America relied more on its manufacturing sector during the 1960s and 1970s,
an economic engine that could rev quickly when things began to look up.
Looking at the last several downturns, here is the average GDP in the five quarters
following a quarter in which a recession ended (according to the judgment of the
National Bureau of Economic Research):
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The unemployment rate has also taken more time to fall in more recent recessions.
After the 2000-1 downturn ended, it took 48 months for employment to return to prerecession levels. As for the previous post-WWII downturns, it only took an average of
20 months for the jobless rate to make a full recovery.2,3,4
Perhaps this is a “new normal”. The economy is rebounding as might be expected
from the recession, given recent examples. While many Americans have high
expectations, a swift recovery may not be forthcoming.
However, one especially encouraging note indicates the recovery may be standing on
stronger legs than we think: Q4 saw a 0.8% increase in real disposable income after a
1.9% drop in Q3 and a 0.5% retreat in Q2.1
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